Introduction
Let 9 be a semi-simple Lie algebra over C. Let 90 be a real form of 9 with Cartan decomposition 9o = Io © Po-Let I be the complexification of lo. We assume that there is a Cartan subalgebra 1) of 9 so that I) <= I. Fix P a system of positive roots for (9.1)). Let Pfe c: P be the corresponding positive roots for (f, t)). Let < , > denote the dual of the killing form of 9 restricted t). If X e t)* call K, P^-dominant integral if A,a^+ (e\ ^ " t 2---eZ == {0, 1, ..., n, ...} <a,a> for a e P^.
In Enright, Varadarajan [4] , a construction was given of a 9-module Wp^ for each Pfe-dominant integral form Xel)*. These modules have several important properties:
(1) As a (-module, Wp^ = ^©^(^V^, where the sum is over all P^-dominant integral forms, V^ is the irreducible finite dimensional f-module with highest weight \i and 0 ^ m^ (\i) < oo, m^ (yi) an integer.
(2) mJX)= 1.
(3) If m^ (\i) ^ 0 then p, = ^ + 8, where 5 is a sum of (not necessarily distinct) elements of P.
(4) Let U = U (9) be the universal enveloping algebra of 9. Then U (9) V^ = Wp( here we look at V^ as being imbedded in Wp^).
(0 ^ = ^ if and only if there is s e Wj, [the Weyl group of (I, I))] so that s K = n.
(ii) Each 9^ is the character of an irreducible, square integrable representation of Go.
(iii) The 9^ exhaust the characters of the irreducible, square integrable representations of Go.
Let X e t)* be integral and regular. Let P= {aeA[<^,a>>0}. One of our results is THEOREM 1.1. -If X e I)* is integral and regular and ifP== {aeA[<X,a>>0}.
Then Dp^_p^+p^ is infinitesimally equivalent with the irreducible representation of Go with character 9^ (see Theorem 4.5).
Note. -Schmid [14] has also proved this result. Many of the ideas in the proof are due to Schmid and Zuckerman.
In light of this result, the Enright, Varadarajan module becomes very important. A purpose of this paper is to give a more canonical construction of Wp ^ We actually do a bit more than this. In the Enright, Varadarajan construction there is really no use of the fact that f comes from a symmetric pair (go, ^o)-Thus let 9 be as before a semisimple Lie algebra over C. Let I c: 9 be a reductive subalgebra so that there is a Cartan sulbalgebra of 9, I), so that I) c: f. Let P be a system of positive roots for (9, t)) and let us use the same terminology as the first part of the introduction. That is, P^-dominant integral, etc. We construct for each K, P^-dominant integral a g-module, Wp ^ satisfying 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 above. The construction is quite analogous to the Verma module construction of the irreducible finite dimensional representations of 9. In fact, if 9 = I then Wp î s just the irreducible finite dimensional representation of 9 with highest weight X. If p = I © r is a parabolic subalgebra of 9 (r the unipotent radical) and P is system of positive roots for (9, I)) contained in the roots ofp and ifV^ is the irreducible representation of t with highest weight K then Wp^ = U (g) © V^, where p == I © r, the opposite para-
bolic, and V^ is a r module by making r act trivially (U (p) is the universal enveloping algebra of p).
Also in this paper we study tensor products of the modules Wp ^ with finite dimensional 9-modules. We strengthen results of Enright [3] . These results are related to results of Schmid [14] . In section 3 we derive explicit formulae for the tensor products of Dp ^ and Wp^ with finite dimensional 9-modules. We note that Lemma 3.10 contains as a special case a result of Nicole Conze (see Rossi, Vergne [11] ).
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We would like to thank W. Schmid for many helpful and stimulating conversations about the discrete series and the role of tensoring with finite dimensional representations. Many of the ideas in § 4 are due to W. Schmid. We feel that the modules Wp^ are an important discovery and we heartily congratulate Enright and Varadarajan for their discovery.
The Enright, Varadarajan construction
Let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra over C the complex numbers. Let t c: 9 be a reductive subalgebra so that there is a Cartan subalgebra, 1), of g, t) c t Let A be the root system of (9, t)), Afc <= A the root system of (f, I)).
Let P be a system of positive roots for A and set Pj^ = P n A^. Let W^ denote the Weyl group of (1,1)). Let W^ be ordered as in Dixmier [2] . Chapter 7, Section 7. That is if w^, M?2 e Wfc then we say w^-^w^ if a e Pj, ^d Relative to this order s ^ 1 for all s e W^ and 5-^ ?o (^o e W^ the unique element so that toPk = -^ for a11 •yeWfc. If \t e I)* let V^ denote the I-Verma module with highest weight | A relative to P^. V^ is defined as follows: let n^" = ^ Qa» aePk 9,={Xe9|[h,x]=a(fo)X for fte^}.
Set bfc = t)+nfc + . Let C^ be the bfe-module C with (A+Z). 1 = ^ (A) 1 for h e I), Z e <. Then V^ = U (I) © C,,, where U (I) and U (6^) are respectively the universal enveloping u(bfc) algebras of I and 6^. The theory ofVerma modules is much richer than the results described above. However, we will only need the above three properties.
We begin the construction of a family of g-modules one for each s eWj^; Fix X e t)*, Pjfc-dominant integral. Then if s, reWj^, 5-^ T we clearly have
Let W^ ^ denote the Verma module for 9 with highest weight IQ (^+Pk)'^Pk relative to -to P Oo Pk = -Pk, ^o e WO. That isifb=t)+ ^ 9, and C^+p^.p,is the b-mo- Let w,^ = 1 ® 1 in W,^. Then U(l)w^ is t-isomorphic with V^' 1 '^"^. We therefore have a surjective g-module homomorphism u(9) ^r^^^-^-^w,,^.
Let 1^ denote the kernel of this g-homomorphism.
Then ^ <= U (9) ® V^-^-^ for all ^ e W^. (Ill) is clear from the definitions. We now come to the "strange" part of the Enright, Varadarajan construction. We phrase it as a lemma. 
7=2
There is k^ ^ 0, ^ e Z so that X^X^+J,_i = ^ X^X^^.+J^i.
7=3
Continuing in this way we have 0 ^ v' e U (n^) w n Jf-r. Thus by recursion we find U (n^") m n Jo ^0. But this is impossible by hypothesis. Hence U (n^) m n M^ = (0). Let U and \|/ be as in (2) Proof. -It is easily checked that ^z > 0 (c/. Dixmier [2] , Chapter 7, Section 7) and if Ye<, VX^^ =0 and if Aet) then
Since u\ ^ e U (I) w, ^ by (3) above and w^ ^0 by construction the result follows from (1) above.
Q. E. D. z^ZomodUn' 1 ', ZoeU(t)).
The proof of this theorem rests on the following lemma of Enright, Varadarajan [4] which we prove for the sake of completeness. The next result expresses the essential uniqueness of the family W,^. We note that it is clear from the above results that if Zy = W,^ then the conditions of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied. (1) Z^ is the Verma module for 9, -to^ with highest weight to (^+Pfe)-Pfe. This is easily proved by induction on the order and Lemmas 7.7.2, 7.7.5 of Dixmier [2] .
Z.o---------------^4
commutes. Thus Ker ^ => 1^ for each s e Wj^.
This implies that ^ induces ^ : M,^-»Z, a surjective g-module homomorphism. Q. E. D.
Tensor products of Wp ^ with finite dimensional ^-modules
In Enright [3] the tensor product of the module Dp^ with finite dimensional representations was studied. We give a proof of a sharpening of the main result on tensor products in Enright [3] our techniques are, of course, quite similar to Enright's.
Let F be an irreducible finite dimensional representation of 9. We use the notation of Section 2. Let X e t)* be P^-dominant integral. Then we have the inclusions W^ ® F (= W,^ ® F if s ^ T.
LEMMA 3.1.-T/'T -» s and y e P^ is simple for P^, ;/X e g^y and ifv e W,^ ® F then there is k ^ 0, k e Z w ^ X^.i; e W,^ ® F.
Proof, -It is enough to prove the result for v of the form w ®/, we W, ^, / e F. Now there is / so that X^./^ 0. There is A: so that X^.w e W^. Now x k+l (w®/)=EY fe+^xfc+f -J w®xv=EY fe+^xk+i -^®xv.
7=0 \ J ) j=0\ J )
But if j^ /-I, k+l-j^k. Hence the lemma. By lemma 3.2, dim 3 u.v = dim 3.r. Thus it is enough to prove the result for s = to. But ^0,31 is a Verma module relative to -to P hence W,^ ® F has a finite composition series by Verma modules. Hence the result is true for W^ ® F and therefore for W,^ ® F for any s e W^.
Let for Xel)*, ^ be the infinitesimal character of the g-Verma module M^0'^2ŵ ith highest weight to (X+2 pj^) relative to -ro P. Proof. -Let a^, ..., a, be the simple roots in P. Let Xi, ..., Xj in t)* be defined by 2<^, a,>/<ay, a, > = 8y. The hypotheses imply that X = ^ r; X,, r,eR, r< ^ 0. Now Since s X is P-dominant < s ^-, M > ^ 0. But < ^ ^, ^ ^ > = < X, X >. Hence
<5^,M>=<M,M>=0.
But then M = 0. Q. g. D.
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The following result (and its corollary) are useful in the problem of imbedding discrete series into (non-unitary) principal series. THEOREM 3.6.-Let 'k e t)* be P^-dominant integral and suppose that X + pj^ -pn is P-dominant and regular (that is <( ?i+ pj^-?", a ^ > 0 for a e P). Let F be the finite dimensional irreducible representation ofQ with the highest weight \i relative to P. Then (Wp^ ® F)xK+ is c^-isomorphic mth Wp^+ . But ^+pfe-pn is P-dominant and regular. Hence ^=1. Since IQ s~1 to ^ = n. This proves (1).
Using (1) it is easy to see that
~ ^ro.^+M* Let P : W^ ^ (g) F->(W^^ ® F)^^ be the corresponding projection. 
But every weight of M'
0^^2^ is of the form to d+^+2 p^+^o 8', 8' a sum of positive roots. Hence P^Vi = 0. Suppose P^V, = 0, and ; ^ rf-2. Then, arguing as above, we find P^V,+i = 0. This proves (4).
We note that P^ (U (I) w^ , ® F) ^ 0 since P^ (W,,,, 0 F) = U (9). P^ (U (1) w^ , ® F). We therefore have Hence \|/p ^ : Wp ^ -» Hom^ (U (9), V,) is a 9-module homomorphism.
(1) Let Qp ^ c: Wp ^ be the 9-module so that Wp^/Qp^ = Dp ^. Then ker v|/p^ = Qp^.
In fact, let T| : Wp ^ -> Dp ^ be the 9-module projection. Let A : Dp ^ -> V^ be a nonzero I-module homomorphism (again A is unique up to scalar multiple and A exists). Q. E. D.
Actually Theorem 3.6 is not especially useful in applications to the realization of discrete series. We actually need. In particular, v^ e C VQ. 4 ' SERIE -TOME 9 -1976 -N° 1
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Set Z, = U (9) v^ Then { Z^ },g^ satisfies the conditions of theorem 2.6. Clearly, (e ® I) (Z^) is the cyclic space for V^ in Wp^+^ ® F. Furthermore, Ker(8®I)|z^SZ,.
P^> y ^<i
Thus theorem 2.6 implies that (s ® I) |zi induces a g-module surjection of Wp ^ onto (e ® I) (ZO.
Q. E. D.
COROLLARY 3.9. -Z^ ^. p and F 6^ or w theorem 3.8. Then Dp^+^ ® F contains Dp ^ as a subquotient.
Proof, -Let T| : Wp^+^ -> Dp^^ be the natural map. Then (11 ® I) (V^) ^ (0) with V^ c: Wp ^+ ® F as in (1) of theorem 3.8. Using the notation of the proof of theorem 3.8 we see that U = ('n ® I) (e ® I) (ZQ + (0).
Since U is a non-zero homomorphic image of Wp^. U has Dp ^ as a quotient.
CONJECTURE 3.10. -If \ is Pfc-dominant integral and if ^ + Pk -Pn is P-dominant then Wp ^ is irreducible.
We look at the special case that there is a parabolic p of g, p = I © r = I © ^ ^. Let now A e I)* be regular and dominant integral relative to P. Let | A e I)* be dominant integral relative to P so that A+p. satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4. Let T| be the character of the irreducible finite dimensional representation, F, of G with lowest weight -p. Then Corollary 3.9 implies that (^A+P®^)XA contains Dp ^+p^_p^ as a subquotient. But now the character of TC^+^ ® F is T|G^+^. T| = ^ m^ ^, n (F) the weights of F. Let now h e H^. Let ps be as abovê (F) (ps independent of A). Then 
